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SEBI Updates

SEBI issues revised formats for filing financial information for the issuers of
non-convertible securities
The amendment of Regulation 52 in September 2021 has mandated entities with listed
non-convertible securities to disclose financial results on a quarterly basis including
assets and liabilities and cash flows as well as certain changes in the line items in the
financial results. Consequently, SEBI issued a Circular dated October 5, 2021 which
provides the revised formats for reporting of financial information. Also, SEBI has issued
a Circular dated October 14, 2021 for revised formats for limited review / audit report
for issuers of non-convertible securities.

SEBI specifies modalities for filling of placement memorandum through
merchant bankers
With reference to the Circular dated August 13, 2021 wherein SEBI mandated Alternate
Investment Funds (‘’AIF’s’’) for filling of placement memorandum through a merchant
banker in order to launch a new scheme(s), SEBI has now specified instructions for

merchant bankers and provided format under which merchant bankers shall furnish
certificates.

SEBI issues guidelines for investment / trading in Securities by employees,
Trustees and Board Members of Asset Management Companies (AMCs)
The Securities and Exchange Board of India has barred senior employees and directors
of asset management companies and their trustees from buying or selling mutual fund
units while having access to any non-public information, such as winding up of schemes.

Relaxations relating to procedural matters – Issues and Listing
In view of the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic and the lockdown measures
undertaken by Central and State Governments, based on representations, SEBI has
decided to grant the following one-time relaxations from strict enforcement of certain
regulations of SEBI (Issue of Capital and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2018,
pertaining to Rights Issue.
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Basel III Capital Regulations: Perpetual Debt Instruments (PDIs) Eligible Limit
for Instruments Denominated in Foreign Currency/Rupee Denominated Bonds
Overseas
Several banks have approached the Reserve Bank of India to clarify the amount of
capital funds that can be raised overseas. The issue has been examined and it is clarified
that the “eligible amount” for purpose of issue of PDIs in foreign currency would mean
higher of:

(a) 1.5 % of Risk Weighted Assets; and
(b) Total Additional Tier 1 capital as on March 31 of previous financial year.
Provided, not more than 49% of the “eligible amount” as above can be issued in foreign
currency and/or in rupee denominated bonds overseas.

Priority Sector Lending – Banks’ lending to NBFCs for on-lending – Extension of
facility
As per Paragraph 22 of the Master Direction on Priority Sector Lending dated
September 4, 2020 (updated as on June 11, 2021), the facility of bank lending to NBFCs
(Other than Mutual Fund Institutions) for on-lending was allowed to be classified as
Priority Sector Lending up to September 30, 2021. Lending facilities provide financial
institutions with access to funds in order to satisfy reserve requirements, using the
overnight lending market.

RBI unveils four-tier scale based regulatory guidelines for NBFCs from October
1, 2022
In January 2021, RBI proposed segregating larger entities and exposing them to a
stricter set of “bank-like” rules, aimed at protecting financial stability while ensuring
that smaller NBFCs continue to enjoy light-touch regulations and grow with ease. Post
taking inputs from various stakeholders, the final guidelines were announced on
October 22, 2021 giving the industry nearly one year to comply with the same.

RBI mandates to open Current Accounts by Banks for certain class of borrowers
On a review and taking into account feedback received from Indian Banks’ Association
(IBA) and other stakeholders, it has been decided that banks may open current accounts
for borrowers who have availed credit facilities in the form of cash credit (CC) /
overdraft (OD) from the banking system.
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SEBI Issues Revised Formats For Filing Financial
Information For The Issuers Of Non-Convertible
Securities
SEBI, vide its circular dated October 5, 2021, has prescribed the revised formats for filing financial
information in line with the amendments in Regulation 52.
The key highlights are as under:
A.

Formats for standalone financial results on a quarterly basis and standalone and consolidated
financial results on an annual basis (to be submitted to Stock Exchanges and placed on listed
entity’s website –Regulations 52(1) and (2) of the Listing Regulations):
Financial results shall contain the items mentioned in the Statement of Profit and Loss
(excluding notes and detailed sub-classification) as prescribed in Schedule III of the
Companies Act, 2013 and the extent and nature of security created and maintained in case of
secured non-convertible debt securities, details of which are required as per Regulation 54(3)
of Listing Regulations.

B.

Format for statement of assets and liabilities on half yearly basis (to be submitted to Stock
Exchanges and placed on listed entity’s website – Regulation 52(2)(f) of the Listing Regulations:
Financial results shall contain the items mentioned in the Statement of Assets and Liabilities
(excluding notes and detailed sub-classification) as prescribed in Schedule III of the
Companies Act, 2013 and the extent and nature of security created and maintained in case of

secured non-convertible debt securities, details of which are required as per regulation 54(3)
of Listing Regulations.

C.

Format for statement of cash flows on half yearly basis (to be submitted to Stock Exchanges
and placed on Entity’s website – Regulation 52(2)(f) of the Listing Regulations:

The Statement of Cash Flows shall be prepared under the indirect method as prescribed in
Accounting Standard-3 / Indian Accounting Standard 7, mandated under Section 133 of the
Companies Act, 2013 read with relevant rules framed thereunder or by the Institute of
Chartered Accountants of India, whichever is applicable, in the following format:
Particulars

As at (Current half year end date)

As at (Corresponding half year

As at (Corresponding

dd/mm/yyyy

end date) dd/mm/yyyy

Previous year end date)
dd/mm/yyyy

Other key features:
1.

Banking Companies and Insurance Companies shall disclose financial information as per the
formats prescribed under the respective Acts/Regulations as specified by their Regulators.

2.

In case of non-submission / delayed submission of financial results within the timelines
prescribed under Regulation 52 of the Listing Regulations, the listed entity shall disclose
detailed reasons for such non-submission / delay to the stock exchanges within one working
day of the due date of submission of the financial results.

SEBI Specifies Modalities For Filling Of Placement
Memorandum Through Merchant Bankers
In continuation with the circular dated August 13, 2021, SEBI requires merchant bankers to
perform independent due diligence of all disclosures in placement memorandum and issue a due
diligence certificate in format as provided in Annexure A of the Circular.
SEBI further announced that other necessary documents should be submitted along with
placement memorandum prior to or at the time of launch of scheme(s).
With respect to any changes in terms of placement memorandum, AIF’s are required to intimate
SEBI on consolidated basis within one month from end of each financial year through a merchant
banker along with due diligence certificate as specified in Annexure B of Circular.
The Circular restricts merchant bankers from being associate of the AIF, its sponsor, manager or
trustee.
The Circular shall come into effect from November 11, 2021.

SEBI Issues Guidelines For Investment / Trading In
Securities By Employees, Trustees And Board Members
Of Asset Management Companies (AMCs)
The capital markets regulator categorically specified that senior executives should refrain from
purchase or sale of mutual fund units, where any information available to the mutual fund could
materially impact NAV or interest of unitholders which is not yet communicated to the
unitholders. SEBI specified scenarios such as a change in the investment objectives of the
concerned mutual fund scheme, restrictions on redemptions, winding up of schemes, material
change in the liquidity position and default in the underlying securities material to the Scheme,
which will be relevant for such embargo.
The regulator also specified that prior approval for personal investment transactions should be
obtained by senior executives within a period of 30 calendar days from the date of their personal
transaction.
The Circular shall come into effect from October 28, 2021.

Relaxations Relating To Procedural Matters – Issues
And Listing
SEBI vide Circular dated May 6, 2020, granted one-time relaxations from strict enforcement of
certain regulations of SEBI (Issue of Capital and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2018,
pertaining to Rights Issue opening up to March 31, 2022 provided that the issuer along with the
Lead Manager(s) shall continue to comply with item (v) of the said SEBI Circular dated May 06,
2020. The issuer along with Lead Manager(s), Registrar, and other recognised intermediaries (as
incorporated in the mechanism) shall also ensure that the Issuer Company conducts a
Vulnerability Test for optional mechanism (non-cash mode only) provided to accept the
applications in Rights Issue (facility provided by Registrar and Share Transfer Agent), from an
independent Information Technology Auditor, and submit the report to Stock Exchange(s).

Priority Sector Lending – Banks’ Lending To NBFCs For
On-Lending – Extension Of Facility
RBI on October 8, 2021, in the ‘Statement on Developmental and Regulatory Policies’, announced
that the facility has been extended till March 31, 2022 keeping in view the increased traction
observed in delivering credit to the underserved/unserved segments of the economy. Loans
disbursed under the on-lending model will continue to be classified under Priority Sector till the
date of repayment/maturity whichever is earlier. Further, bank loans to Housing Finance
Companies for on-lending for the purpose of housing, as prescribed in Paragraph 23 of Master
Direction on Priority Sector Lending dated September 4, 2020, will continue as hitherto.
All other guidelines as issued vide Master Direction on Priority Sector Lending will continue to
apply.

RBI Unveils Four-Tier Scale Based Regulatory
Guidelines For NBFCs From October 1, 2022
A four-layered scale-based approach to regulate non-banking finance companies (NBFCs) in the
country will kick in from October 1, 2022 to ensure strict oversight of the sector. Further, the
Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has set a limit of Rs. 1 crore per borrower for financing subscriptions
to initial public offer (IPO). The ceiling will come into effect from April 1, 2022.
The regulatory structure will comprise four layers based on their size, activity, and perceived risk.
The base layer will have non-deposit-taking NBFCs with assets up to Rs. 1,000 crores. Finance firms
working as peer-to-peer (P2P) lending, account aggregator firms, non-operative financial holding
company (NOFHC) and entities that do not avail of public funds or do not have any customer
interface will also be in this layer.
The middle layer will comprise deposit-taking NBFCs irrespective of asset size, non-deposit-taking
firms with assets of Rs. 1,000 crore or more, as well as housing finance firms. Standalone primary
dealers, infrastructure debt fund investment companies and infrastructure finance companies will
also come under this category.
NBFCs which warrant enhanced regulatory requirements based on a set of parameters and
scoring methodology will feature in the upper layer. The top-10 eligible NBFCs in terms of asset
size will always be in the upper layer, irrespective of any other factor.
Certain features are:


Overdue of more than 90 days will be termed NPAs for all categories of NBFCs. The central
bank has provided a three-year transit period to NBFCs in the base layer to adhere to the
revision.



NBFCs in middle and upper layers have to make a thorough internal assessment of the need
for capital commensurate with the risks in their business.



The RBI has set a three-year glide path for the existing NBFCs to achieve the net-owned funds
(NOF) of Rs. 10 crores.

RBI Mandates To Open Current Accounts By Banks For
Certain Class Of Borrowers
In respect of borrowers where exposure to the banking system is Rs. 5 crores or more, such
borrower can maintain current accounts with any one of the banks with which it has CC/OD
facility provided that the bank has at least 10 per cent of the exposure of the banking system to
that borrower.
Further, other lending banks may open only collection accounts subject to the condition that
funds deposited in such collection accounts will be remitted within two working days of receiving
such funds, to the CC/OD account maintained with the above-mentioned bank maintaining
current accounts for the borrower. In case none of the lenders has at least 10% exposure of the
banking system to the borrower, the bank having the highest exposure may open current
accounts. Non-lending banks are not permitted to open current accounts.
It is clarified that borrowers not availing CC/OD facility from the banking system shall continue
to maintain current accounts as per Paragraph 1(v) of the above mentioned Circular dated
August 6, 2020, as hitherto.
Banks maintaining collection accounts are permitted to debit fee / charges from such accounts
before transferring the funds to the escrow account/CC/OD account of the borrower.
Banks shall monitor all accounts regularly, at least on a half-yearly basis, specifically with respect
to the exposure of the banking system to the borrower, and the bank’s share in that exposure, to
ensure compliance with these instructions. If there is a change in exposure of banks or aggregate
exposure of the banking system to the borrower which warrants implementation of new banking
arrangements, such changes shall be implemented within a period of three months from the date
of such monitoring.

